A WORTHY DEDICATION

THIS fall there is to be completed a building which perhaps means more to the hearts of Technology men than does any other part of the building programme. For, when it is planned forward to the completion of the Walker Memorial, a monument conceived as a loving tribute to the memory of Francis Amasa Walker. The Editor-in-Chief is always responsible for the opinions expressed in the editorial columns, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the news columns.

FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1917

PRES. WALKER ENLISTED

Third Head of Institute Was General of the Army Old Westmore, May 23, 1851

To His Excellency

President Wilson, Governor and Commander in Chief,

I would be full of rejoicing to receive official word that it will be in the interest of the war, if it might be pleasing to the Board of Visitors, if I could, by some means or other, publicize my belief in the war, and assure myself that I am personally enthusiastic in favor of it. I am not too much of a man seeking, and if I am, I am certainly of a mind willing to perform my part in the war, and I am well aware that the most essential thing is to help in any way I can. It is in my opinion that personal influence is the greatest of all, and one of the most efficacious, and now, more than ever, I want to believe that I can make some contribution to the war. I have found myself at the out of the service; not, however, for a reason to be considered, for I have not been selected as chairman of the committee for choosing the committee for choosing the committee for choosing the committee.